
Casino Canberra

21 Binara St
Canberra, ACT 2608
Australia

Phone: +61 2 6257 7074

Casino in Canberra, ACTCasino Canberra is your gaming destination in the ACT! Join

us today for live gaming action including Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Poker, Pai

Gow and more!We’re not like the Casino Canberra that you used to know. And our

recent multi-million dollar upgrade means your one-stop entertainment destination

is now better than ever.Experience the thrill of next generation gaming in the Multi-

terminal gaming stadium. Dazzle your senses with a Pop Chinese experience at

Natural 9. Or soak up the ambience at the end of a long day in the sophisticated

new Onyx Lounge and Chandelier Bar.Casino Canberra has multiple playing areas

designed to bring you the perfect experience, day or night. The main gaming floor

hosts over 30 of the world’s most popular table games, while the Lotus Room is the

place for poker and sports enthusiasts.Originally played using painted bricks,

modern Sic Bo has evolved into the simple three-dice game now played and loved

in casinos around the world. Every Multi Terminal can connect in real time to any of

the games being hosted by a Multi Terminal Dealer, there’s no more waiting around

for a spot at your favourite tables. A simpler version that’s easy to jump in and out

of, Canberra Poker is our one round variant where players compete against the

Dealer instead of each other.Long considered the glitziest of casino table games,

people often associate Baccarat with huge bets and even more complex rules. In

reality, the version played at Casino Canberra is an extremely simple and fun game

of luck. But it’s still just as glitzy!
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